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§ To help address inappropriate antibiotic prescribing, the CDC has included “audit 
with feedback” as a core component of outpatient antibiotic stewardship

§ Previous research employing “audit with feedback” in outpatient settings relied on 
diagnosis codes provided by prescribers to categorize antibiotic use and 
appropriateness

§ Diagnosis codes may be inaccurate due to:
§ Human error
§ Lack of awareness of proper coding
§ Diagnosis shifting to justify a prescription

§ Natural language processing can analyze free text to extract specific semantic 
concepts or classify text

§ Using natural language processing, we sought to identify cases of acute otitis 
media (AOM) based on clinical documentation

BACKGROUND

RESULTS

Study Design: cross-sectional retrospective chart review
Setting/Population
§ 80+ independently-owned pediatric practices affiliated with Boston Children’s 

Hospital, includes 400+ clinicians taking care of > 400,000 children
§ Patients < 5 years old 
§ Encounters July 1, 2018 - June 30,2019
§ Problem-focused, in-person visits only
§ 12 randomly selected weekdays (one/month) plus an additional random 

weekday in Jan 2019 for validation
§ Complete note text and limited structured data extracted

METHODS

Recursive partitioning (RP) model
§ Form of multivariate analysis employing decision trees
§ The RP model was created by combining NLP results optimized for specificity 

with structured data
§ Multiple candidate RP models were then created and tuned using the training 

cohort data to optimize sensitivity before a final model was chosen

Manual Labeling
§ Key physical exam descriptors (see 

table) defined based on the AAP AOM 
guideline

§ Notes were human reviewed and 
manually labeled as “AOM present” or 
”AOM absent” based on the presence 
or absence of these descriptors
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Statistical Analysis
§ Human review considered the “gold standard”
§ 3 methods compared against human review
§ Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 

predictive value (with 95% confidence 
intervals) was calculated for each

Natural Language Processing (NLP)
§ A supervised machine learning model (support vector machine or SVM) using n-

grams trained to automatically identify positive and negative instances
§ SVM produces a score, with higher scores more likely to be positive
§ Two different cutoffs of SVM values were employed

§ First cutoff balanced sensitivity and specificity to optimize the NLP model alone
§ Second cutoff chosen automatically by multivariate recursive partitioning model

Fig 1. Details of encounters included in the training and validation cohorts 

Table 1. Cohort characteristics

Fig 2. Details of the decision tree produced by the recursive partitioning 
model with performance at each decision node using the training cohort 

Table 2. Performance comparison of all 3 methods

Natural language processing of outpatient pediatric visit documentation
can be used successfully to create models accurately identifying cases of
AOM based on clinical documentation. Combining NLP and structured
data improves automated case detection. These techniques may be
valuable in optimizing outpatient antimicrobial stewardship efforts.

CONCLUSIONS


